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REQUEST FOR A LOGISTICAL MOVEMENT
E-Mail to LS Mailbox - logistical Movement

All SECTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED
SECTION A- CONTACT DETAll...S (Enquiries 761808)
Contact Name:

DC Paul SLAYMAKER

Contact Details:

02032761043

Contact at Collection
Address:

Stepanie HALL

Contact Details:

760176

Collection Address

Deep Storage WOOLWICH

Contact at Delivery
Address:

Sarah SAK

Contact Details:

TBA

Collection Date:

Delivery Address:

SECTION B - .JOB DETAll...S (Enquiries 761808)
Job Details:
I am Family Liaison Officer for a family that lost there son in London last year initially in unexplained circumstances.
There was a crime scene at the victims home address for several weeks, before a decision was made to forensically
clear the flat of his property just in case anything was needed as evidence. I have spoken to Stephanie Hall at
Mandella Way and she was very helpful and advised me that the property is 2 pallet loads and is currently in deep
storage in Woolwich where at present it is easily accessable the reference is 14/23390. We are now able to release the
property back to the family who live in Hull. The family do not have the funds or resources to get this property back up
to Hull themselves and at present the family are still awaiting the inquest date which is to be held in Hull. This has and
still is an incredibly difficult time for the family and do not want them to have any added stress. I would like to be able to
arrange for the property to be taken up to there address in Hull and I have the support of my DCI, Mr Tony KIRK. I have
been advised that this is possible and Stephanie HALL is happy to be liaised with to get further details of the property
etc. Please could you advise on some dates that this can be done and if there will be any authority needed and any
cost to the borough for this. If there is to be a cost could you advise how much.
Number of items:

2 Pallets

One Way

SECTION C - Authorising Supervisors Details
Contact Name:

DCI Tony KIRK

o.c.u.:

01KG

Signature:

Phone No.:

02032761040

Print Name:

Retention period: 7 Years
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